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Abstract 
The partitioning of water distribution system is a complex process achieved defining network clusters arranged in sectors, with 
the complete isolation of clusters through gate valves, or arranged in districts, inserting both gate valves and flow meters. The 
process is generally subdivided in two phases: clustering, aimed to define the shape and dimension of network clusters, and 
partitioning, aimed to select pipes in which to insert flow meters or gate valves. In this paper, different clustering procedures 
based on social network community detection and on graph partitioning algorithms, were compared using a real water system 
and a large battery of performance indices. 
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1. Introduction 
Water Network Partitioning (WNP) or Sectorization (WNS) are effective techniques to improve water supply 
system management and protection [1, 2]. The paradigm of “divide and conquer” applied to smart water network 
[3] allows to simplify the system maintenance, water losses detection and pressure management [3, 4] and to 
reduce the negative effects of accidental and intentional contamination in compliance with the dual use value [5].  
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The techniques imply the definition of clusters that can be partially isolated from the rest of the network through 
boundary (or gate) valves and flow meters monitoring permanently inflows and outflows. The clusters equipped 
with control devices can be called District Meter Area (DMA) [6].  
Despite the benefits associated to WNP and WNS, some drawbacks can occur because the gate valves can 
reduce, also significantly, topologic and energetic redundancy, with a consequent decreasing of node pressures [2]. 
Further, the number of possible partitioning layouts may be considerably large, depending on the water network 
extension and looping configuration. In small branched network, it is possible to define districts or sectors based 
only on empirical suggestions or simple visual criteria [2, 4]; however, in large network the use of mathematical 
and computational tools becomes extremely necessary [2, 4].  
Recently different procedures have been proposed in the literature (a review is given in [2] and [4]) for finding 
an optimal network partitioning. The proposed procedures are generally subdivided in two phases [4]: a) the 
clustering, aimed to define the shape and dimension of network subsets based on graph theory; b) the physical 
partitioning through the device positioning, that is the selection of pipes in which to insert flow meters or gate 
valves, aimed to define optimal districts or sectors minimizing the number of flow meters to simplify the water 
balance and to reduce the investment and operational costs, based on iterative procedures or genetic algorithms. 
Therefore two approaches proved most effective and were implemented in informatics tools [4, 7] that allow 
obtaining automatically water network clustering based on graph partitioning and community structure algorithms.  
The first one, based on graph partitioning [8], is a technique of Computer Science, developed in order to solve 
problems that need huge computational power like, for example, simulations based on finite element methods that 
require distribution of the finite element mesh among different processors. This distribution, in order to improve 
performance, must be made according to two main rules: 1) a equal number of finite elements has to be allocated to 
each processor for balancing the workload; 2) a minimum number of adjacent elements between processors has to 
be found for reducing communication overhead. This problem can be assimilated to partitioning of a computational 
mesh in k-way or in k-processors that will perform each computational process. The mesh is commonly 
schematized by a graph with vertices correspondent to individual computational processes (e.g., finite elements) 
and with links correspondent to their connections. Thus graph partitioning techniques [8] were developed in 
Computer Science for the optimal allocation of a computational mesh in parallel or distributed computing 
architectures. Graph partitioning is used to successfully satisfy these constraints that, in some ways, can be mapped 
on those of a water network partitioning problem [2, 9, 10]: workload balancing can be likened to balance the 
number of nodes or flow for each DMA and to minimize the pipe-cut or the number of boundary valves [2].  
The second one, based on community detection [11, 12], stems from graph clustering and, specifically, from the 
Social Network Theory (SNT). Indeed, as in a social network, the importance of each element of water network 
depends on the interrelation degree with other elements. In a water system, the interrelation depends on the 
topologic and hydraulic features but, essentially, on the topologic and energetic redundancy that have a different 
influence on each network element. The SNT uses the concept of density and centrality [13,14] as measures of this 
influence using different metrics (or indices), mainly the edge betweenness [15] of a given node or pipe that 
measures the amount of paths that connect two given nodes and that pass through that node or pipe and modularity 
[16] between two or more possible community (a sub-set of network elements) that measures if there are many 
edges within each community and only few between them. Some clustering algorithms have been proposed in the 
literature, used essentially in SNT and other research fields [11, 12, 15], based on the maximization of the 
modularity of the graph community structure. Recently, some procedures have been applied in the clustering of 
water distribution network [4, 17, 18, 19]. 
In this paper, two community structure algorithms, recently proposed in the scientific literature were compared 
with two graph partitioning techniques, to define a water network clustering of an Italian real water system. After 
this first phase, the optimal positioning of gate valves and flow meters were found using a suitable Genetic 
Algorithm [2] involved by authors in other works.   
Finally a large battery of performance indices was computed [20]. Essentially, the average path length [21] and 
the modularity [15], as surrogates for topologic redundancy, and node pressures and resilience [20], as a surrogate 
for energy redundancy, were computed. 
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2. Network clustering 
Many of the physical and social processes can be described by complex networks or graphs. Also a water 
distribution network can be naturally considered as a simple graph G=(G,E), where V is the set of n vertices (or 
nodes) and E is the set of m edges (or links), or as a weighted graph, if some vertices or edges have associated 
weights indicated respectively with wi (e.g. demand, elevation, etc.), with i=1..n, or with Hl (length, diameter, flow, 
dissipated power, etc.), with l=1..m.  
Network (or graph) clustering consists in defining Ck clusters (or network subsets) where each node iאV  
belongs uniquely to one of the clusters C1, C2 , . . ., Ck such that C iתC j =0, for i≠j, and Ui Ci=V.  
In next sections the main differences between graph partitioning and community structures approaches are 
synthetically descripted presenting also the four algorithms compared in this paper to obtain a water network 
clustering.        
2.1. Graph partitioning algorithms 
A k-way graph partitioning problem consists in defining Ck clusters linked by eij edge-cuts that connect vertices 
belonging to different cluster: 
¦  kk CjCi ijec eN    (1) 
minimizing the total number of the edge-cuts: 
min Nec( )    (2) 
If the edge-cuts have associated weights Hl: 
¦  kk CjCi lW HH    (3) 
the goal of graph partitioning is minimizing the sum of the edge-cut weights: 
min W( )    (4) 
The minimization of the relations (1) and (2) has to be obtained by balancing the number of vertices nk or the 
associated weights ϖk belong to each cluster Ck. This constraint is achieved by minimizing the balance index IB: 
Ib =
k×max Ck( )
n
   (5) 
where max(Ck) can be the size of the largest subset nk or the maximum node weight ϖk obtained by the k-way 
partitioning algorithm.  
Recently, graph partitioning algorithms have been applied to water network clustering problem; in this paper 
two procedures developed by the authors, have been used and synthetically described in next paragraphs.  
2.1.1. Multi Level Recursive Bisection (MLRB) 
Multi Level Recursive Bisection (MLRB) for water network clustering was proposed by [2] adapting the 
traditional phases of a MLRB [8]: a) coarsening; b) partitioning; c) uncoarsening (also with refinement). The 
coarsening phase simplifies the original graph G0 = (V0,E0) through a node aggregation that generates a sequence 
of smaller graphs Gi = (Vi,Ei), each with fewer vertices such that ȁ ௜ܸȁ ൏ ȁ ௜ܸିଵȁ. Each graph Gi+1, obtained by the 
aggregation of the adjacent vertices of Gi that creates a new vertex v (also defined as multinode), is called a coarser 
graph. In this way, the edge that connects adjacent vertices collapses defining a, so called, vertex matching. Thus, 
the next level of a coarser graph Gi+1 is constructed from Gi by finding a match of Gi and collapsing the matched 
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vertices into multinodes. The next phase of an MLRB technique is to find a k-way partitioning by recursive 
bisection. First, Gi is subdivided into 2-way partitions, and then each part is further subdivided into 2-way 
partitions or bisections. Thus, a k-way partition can be solved by performing a sequence of 2-way partitions. In this 
phase, an optimization procedure must be used to obtain a partitioning that minimizes the objective function (2) or 
(4) in compliance with constraint (5). Finally, the uncoarsening phase is achieved which, typically, consists of two 
steps: a) a projection from the coarser graph Gm back to the original graph G0 by going through the graphs Gm-1, 
Gm-2, . . ., G1 (uncoarsening) assigning the matched vertex of the previous level Gm to each multi-node v of Gi+1 
and b) a local optimisation of the partition (refinement) by moving a vertex from one partition to another and 
maintaining compliance with the constraint of relationship (5). 
2.1.2. Multi Agent (MA) 
This technique, proposed recently [22], integrates in a multilevel procedure for water network clustering: a 
Depth First Search (DFS) and a Multi-Agent (MA) algorithm [23]. The original graph G0 is subdivided into 2-way 
balanced partitions the G01=(V1,E1) and G02=(V2,E2), then each part is further subdivided in 2-way balanced 
partitions (or bisections) satisfying the Node Constrain (5). This phase is carried out with a DFS algorithm [22] 
that starts from a node and explores as far as possible along each path (in “depth”) until there are no more adjacent 
unvisited nodes; only then it starts a new path. The application of the DFS algorithm makes it possible to identify a 
new graph structure of the network, composed of trees and branches, called a DFS forest graph, starting from a 
generic node of the graph. Then DFS forest graph is divided in two subgraph (bisected): G01=(V1,E1) and 
G02=(V2,E2) that can be considered a possible bisection of G0 if each one is a connected graph or, in other words, if 
for each couple of vertices s and t there is a path that links s and t, otherwise this condition is iteratively sought 
moving each not connected vertex from a subset to the other one until G1 and G2 are connected. Then, each 
bisection is followed by an optimization phase, performed by multiagent algorithm that generates new optimized 
bisection G1=(V1,E1) and G2=(V2,E2). The goal of this phase is minimizing the number of the total edge-cuts Nec (or 
the associated weights Wε) by the ant algorithm proposed in [22, 23]. 
2.2. Community structure 
In the last years, clustering algorithms have been proposed to understanding and analyzing complex systems 
and networks [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. These algorithms are based on different criteria to divide the data set (or nodes) 
into clusters identifying some mathematical characteristics between elements to assign to a cluster rather than to 
another. Specifically, traditional global clustering algorithms used the measure of similarity [4], while, more 
recently, community structure algorithms use the measure of network density [11] to define clusters.  
Community structure is a bottom-up hierarchical algorithm exploiting network density property as the quality 
measure of the clustering [24]. A network division is good in terms of density if there are many edges within 
communities (intra-clusters) and only a few between them (inter-clusters) based on hierarchical methods [11], edge 
betweenness [11] and modularity [15, 16]. The discovery and analysis of community structure in networks is a 
topic of considerable recent interest, but most methods proposed so far are unsuitable for very large networks 
because of their computational cost [15]. Various approximate optimization methods are available and, generally, 
for community structure considering a scheme based on a standard “greedy” optimization algorithm [15].  
Some applications to the problem of the water network clustering and partitioning showed a good performance 
of community structure algorithms [4, 17, 18, 19]. In this paper two algorithms, based on the measure of the edge 
betweenness [11] and modularity [16] have been used and synthetically described in next paragraphs. 
2.2.1. Edge betweenness community (EBC) 
A commonly used procedure for finding network communities is based on a divisive algorithm that uses edge 
betweenness as a metric to identify the boundaries of communities [11]. The betweenness cB(l) of an edge l is 
defined to be the number of geodesic (e.g., shortest) paths between vertex pairs that run along the edge l, summed 
over all vertex pairs, as follows [25]: 
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¦  VtsB ts ltslc , ),( )|,()( VV    (6) 
where V is the set of nodes, σ(s, t) is the number of shortest (s,t)-paths, and σ(s, t|l) is the number of those paths 
passing through edge l.  
This expression allows to extend to the edges the definition of betweenness centrality proposed by Freeman 
[26] for the nodes; it is possible to define the edge betweenness of an edge as the number of shortest paths between 
pairs of nodes that run along it, in order to find the edges that, in a network, are most between other pairs of nodes. 
The algorithm proposed by [11] is based on the idea that instead of trying to construct a measure that provides 
which edges are most central to communities, it is more simple identifying the edges which are least central or, in 
other terms, those edges which are most between communities. Thus, rather than defining communities by adding 
the strongest edges to an initially empty vertex set, an optimal community cluster can be defined by progressively 
removing edges with high value of edge betweenness from the original graph [11]. So, this algorithm identifies 
edges in a network that lie between communities and then removes them, leaving behind just the communities 
themselves. The algorithm removes the edge with highest betweenness and repeating this process until no edges 
remain and, if two or more edges tie for highest betweenness, then one can either choose one at random to remove, 
or simultaneously remove all of them [11]. The entire progress of the algorithm from start to finish can, as with the 
hierarchical clustering method, be represented as a dendrogram. Girvan and Newman [11] have proposed an 
algorithm that appears to achieve natural communities structure of networks through three definitive features thus: 
(1) it is a divisive method, in which edges are progressively removed from a network, by contrast with the 
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method; (2) the edges to be removed are chosen by computing betweenness 
scores; (3) the betweenness scores are recomputed following the removal of each edge [11]. 
2.2.2. Fast greedy community (FGC) 
Fast greedy community algorithm belongs to the family of community structure methods and it is based on the 
maximization of the metric (or index) of modularity, defined as follows: 
 ¦  i iijQ aeI 2    (7) 
where eij is the fraction of edges in the network that connect vertices in the group (or cluster) i to those in the group 
j, and ai is the fraction of ends of edges that are attached to vertices in community i [16]. The algorithm FGC, used 
in this paper, is a recent important improvement of the previous algorithm of Newman [15], based on the same 
greedy optimization that runs far more quickly by exploiting some shortcuts in the optimization problem and using 
more sophisticated data structures. In this way, the algorithm allows to extend community structure analysis also to 
very large networks [16]. The aim of the algorithm is to have a cluster layout that maximizes the modularity 
optimizing IQ of all possible divisions. The authors refer that values of IQ greater than about 0.3 is a good indicator 
of significant community structure in a network. The algorithm involves finding the changes in IQ that would result 
from the amalgamation of each pair of communities, choosing the largest of them, and performing the 
corresponding amalgamation [16]. 
3. Network partitioning 
The second phase of the proposed heuristic optimization approach consists in to define the best position of the 
flow meters and boundary (or gate valves) to insert in the boundary pipes (or edge-cuts) between districts 
previously obtained by clustering algorithms. In this way, a physical partitioning of water network is achieved.  
Once obtained the set Nec of the edge-cuts, it is necessary to choose how many and which of these boundary 
pipes have to be interrupted with Nbv gate valves or, equally, have to be used for installing Nfm=(Nec-Nbv) flow 
meters. Thus, it occurs to define which pipes have to be interrupted among all the possible combinations Nc 
expressed by a binomial coefficient of (Nec Nfm) [2]. Therefore, also in this case, the problem is practically 
unsolvable with an exhaustive search of best solution, and a heuristic optimization method based on a Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) is used maximizing the total node power of the network [2]: 
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where J is the specific weight of water, and Qi and Hi are the water demand and head at each network node. 
4. Performance indices 
Two categories of Performance Indices (PI) have been involved to test different sectorization layouts using a 
Demand Driven Approach [27]:  
a) energy performance indices (EPI), measured traditionally by mean node pressure hMEAN, maximum node 
pressure hMAX, minimum node pressure hMIN and standard deviation node pressure hSD and, most recently, by the 
resilience index IR [28] – based on the comparison between the power dissipated in the network to satisfy the total 
demand and the maximum power that would be dissipated internally in order to satisfy the constraints in terms of 
demand and head at the nodes, and by the resilience deviation index IRD [29] – based on the comparison among the 
resilience indices of the original and partitioned network;  
b) topological performance indices (TPI), measured by the number nk of nodes belong to each cluster k; by the 
balance index, IB; by the total number of the edge-cut, NEC, and by the worst number of the edge-cut, NWEC, 
computed as the maximum number of the boundary pipes (with flow meters or gate valves) that connect the nodes 
in a cluster to the rest of the network, and by the modularity index IQ, computed by relation (7). Another 
topological index, named Average Path Length (APL) [20], as measure of betweenness centrality, is computed by 
finding the shortest path between all pairs of nodes, adding them up, and then dividing by the total number of pairs, 
as follows: 
)1(
2
1
 t)(s,

z ¦
nn
APL ts
V
   (9) 
where n is the total number of the network vertex, σ(s, t) is the shortest path between two nodes s and t, computed 
as the number of edges or the sum of the weights of the edges respectively for unweighted/weighted network 
(when there is no path between a pairs of nodes, the distance is assumed infinite – thus expressing the condition of 
non-reachability of the isolated nodes) [20]. Practically the APL index determines the average degree of separation 
between any pair of nodes.  
In this study, a new index defined as Average Path Length Deviation, is proposed: 
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where IAPL and *APLI  are the average path length of the original and of the WNS layout, respectively. This index 
immediately indicates the average path length percentage deviation between the WNS and original water network, 
with higher values of IAPLD indicating a worse WNS. 
5. Case study 
The case study is Parete network [2], located in a densely populated area in the South of Caserta (Italy), with 
10,800 inhabitants, with two sources and many loops and a design pressure *ih =25 m equal for each node i. All 
WNPs have been obtained with k=4 DMA inserting the same number of flow meters, Nfm = 6. 
In the first column of the Table 1 and 2, the energy and topological indices of the original network are reported. 
The network has a low value of the resilience index IR (Table 1) showing a low energy redundancy and, 
consequently, the insertion of gate valves to define a WNP is more difficult because the hydraulic performance can 
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significantly worsen. With reference to topological indices (Table 2), only the average path length index can be 
computed for the original network IAPL=8.80 and it shows naturally the best value obtained that is very useful to the 
comparison with WNP layouts. 
Table 1. Energy Performance Indices (EPI). 
EPI Network EBC FGC MA MLRB EBC FGC MA MLRB 
 no weight with weight 
hMIN 21.36 21.31 20.73 21.42 21.49 21.63 19.65 21.18 21.18 
hMEAN 31.05 30.49 30.46 30.78 30.45 31.06 29.50 30.75 30.77 
hMAX 50.47 50.48 50.63 50.44 50.43 50.39 50.24 50.51 50.50 
hSD 5.66 5.93 6.20 5.72 5.55 5.47 5.56 5.95 5.93 
IR 0.358 0.332 0.336 0.342 0.321 0.348 0.278 0.343 0.340 
IRD - 5.50 4.23 2.48 8.38 0.94 20.84 2.24 3.20 
Table 2. Topological Performance Indices (TPI). 
TP Network EBC FGC MA MLRB EBC FGC MA MLRB 
 no weight with weight 
n1 - 44 44 46 44 43 12 46 47 
n2 - 53 57 46 47 55 32 46 47 
n3 - 31 44 46 46 24 108 46 45 
n4 - 56 39 46 47 62 32 46 45 
IB - 1.22 1.24 1.00 1.02 1.35 2.35 1.00 1.05 
NEC - 14 14 18 16 13 13 23 27 
NWEC - 5 4 4 4 4 4 6 5 
IQ - 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.70 0.57 0.73 0.72 
IAPL 8.80 9.82 9.93 9.87 9.78 9.43 10.35 10.31 11.27 
IAPLD - 10.36 11.32 10.77 9.07 6.61 14.95 14.61 21.91 
 
The results reported in the Table 1 and 2 were obtained with k=4 clusters (or DMAs) with or without weight 
“flow” on the pipes. 
All WNP layouts obtained with four algorithms without weight show a good energy and topological 
performance with deviation indices IRD < 8.38% (corresponding to MLRB algorithm) and IAPLD < 11.32% 
(corresponding to FGC algorithm) with the best results obtained with MA algorithm in terms of IRD = 2.48% and 
with MLRB in terms of IAPLD = 9.07%, respectively. Also the index of modularity IQ is higher than 0.3 and 
substantially equal for each algorithm (within the range 0.71-0.73) as well as node pressure indices (i.e. within the 
range of hmin = 20.73-21.49 m) practically equal to hmin = 21.36 m of the original network. Without weight also the 
balance index IB is good, as showed in Figure 1, in which the four DMAs are illustrated with a different colour of 
nodes. As predictable, the index IB is better for graph partitioning algorithms (IB = 1 with the same number nk=46 
for k = 1..4 obtained with MA algorithm) than community structure algorithms because the constraint of the 
relation (4).  
Finally, for simulation results without weight, the number of edge-cut is similar for four algorithms with values 
from NEC =14 (with EBC and FGC) up to NEC =18 (with MA); also the number of worst edge cut is similar with 
values from NWEC =4 (with FGC, MA and MLRB) up to NWEC =5 (with EBC). 
The best WNP layout was obtained with EBC algorithm with weight “flow” on pipes, both in terms of energy 
and topological deviation indices, with excellent values of IRD = 0.94% and IAPLD = 6.61%. Good results in terms of 
EPI were obtained also with graph partitioning algorithms (IRD = 2.24% with MA and IRD = 3.20% with MLRB) 
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although the index of average path length is significantly worse (IAPLD = 14.61% with MA and IAPLD = 21.91% with 
MLRB) than results obtained without weights. Also the index of modularity (IQ = 0.70 with EBC, IQ = 0.73 with 
MA and IQ = 0.72 with MLRB) and the balance index (IB = 1.35 with EBC, IB = 1.00 with MA and IB = 1.05 with 
MLRB) are very similar to the previous case obtained without weight on the pipe. While overall very bad results 
were obtained with FGC algorithm with IRD = 20.84, IQ = 0.57, IAPLD = 14.95 and IB = 2.35 and hmin = 19.65 m.  
In the Figure 2 four WNP layouts, obtained with weights on pipes, show a different shape and dimension of 
each DMA with a clear worsening of layout b) FGC in terms of the balance index with only 12 nodes in DMA1.  
 
 
Fig. 1. WNP obtained without weights: a) EBC algorithm, b) FGC algorithm, c) MA algorithm and d) MLRB algorithm 
 
Finally, a multi-criteria evaluation can be simplified with the use of radar diagram, reported in Figure 3, where 
the six vertices represent each performance index standardized to a unit scale.  In each diagram, a comparison of 
four algorithms was illustrated in the case obtained with (a) and without (b) weight on pipes.  
It is evident that, as illustrated in Figure 3a, the MA and MLRB graph partitioning algorithms outperform 
community structure algorithms without weight; while, as illustrated in Figure 3b, the best result with weight on 
pipes, was obtained in a multi-criteria analysis, with EBC algorithm followed by MA and MLRB algorithms. The 
radar diagram shows also clearly the worst multi-criteria results obtained with FGC with weight “flow” on pipes. 
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Fig. 2. WNP obtained with weights “flow” on pipes: a) EBC algorithm, b) FGC algorithm, c) MA algorithm and d) MLRB algorithm 
 
  
 
Fig. 3. (a) without weights; (b) with weights 
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6. Conclusion 
The multi-criteria analysis proposed in this paper showed that community structure algorithms, used in social 
network theory, can represent an effective approach also to define water distribution network clustering and 
partitioning. In the case study, the best results in terms of energy and topological indices, very useful to evaluate 
energy and topological redundancy, were obtained with the edge betweenness community (EBC) (a community 
structure algorithm) and with the multi agent (MA) (a graph partitioning algorithm) coupled with a genetic algorithm 
to define heuristically the optimal positioning of flow meters and gate valves. Good results were obtained with or 
without weight on pipes. Next studies are required to evaluate the effectiveness of EBC algorithm on large water 
distribution networks and if other weights can improve clustering and partitioning phases. 
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